Further exploration of confinement trends in the evolving International Stellarator Confinement Database is reported. The impact of configurations on confinement is confirmed and the performance close to operational limits discussed. Model comparison techniques allow for tests of physical models against data. Correlations of configuration-describing parameters against an empirical confinement enhancement factor are investigated.
Introduction
Because of their three-dimensional nature, stellarator/heliotron devices cover a large magnetic configuration space. Since the ultimate goal of stellarator research is to develop an alternative fusion reactor concept, the exploration of the most promising configurations requires comparative assessments of the plasma performance and how different aspects of a 3D configuration influence it.
To this end, the International Stellarator Confinement Database (ISCDB) project was been re-initiated in 2004 to extend the ISS95 [1] database to roughly 3300 discharges from nine different devices. The revision of a data set restricted to comparable scenarios led to the ISS04 scaling law [2] which confirmed the general tendencies of ISS95, but also revealed clearly the necessity of incorporating configuration-descriptive parameters. In other words, an extension beyond the set of regression parameters used for ISS95/ISS04 appears to be necessary, and candidates, such as the flux-surface elongation are investigated. Since grouping of data is a keyissue for deriving ISS04, basic assumptions are revisited in this paper, e.g. the dependence on the heating scheme.
Furthermore, the statistical approaches used are assessed with respect to their impact on the scaling. A crucial issue is the weighting of data groups which is discussed in terms of error-in-variable techniques. Bayesian model comparison is employed for testing scaling hypotheses based on scaling invariance principles thus allowing the assessment of applicability of theory-based scaling laws on stellarator confinement.
Again, subsets of ISCDB are used in order to ensure comparability of the data under investigation.
The ISCDB dataset and the ISS04 stellarator scaling
Plotting the data from the new ISCDB data set against the original ISS95 scaling relation ( where a * reflects the minor radius dependencies not contained in the dimensionless scaling parameters (normalized collisionality ν*, normalized gyro-radius ρ * and plasma beta β). A vanishing a * dependence indicates the scaling to be dimensionally correct. More details, in particular on assessments of assumptions on the regression ansatz can be found in Ref. [2] . Figure 2 shows the ISS04 scaling results in conjunction with the configuration factors used for deriving the ISS04 scaling law. In addition to the ISS04 subset of ISCDB (1721 from 3335 datasets) the remaining ISCDB data are plotted in Fig. 2 for the purpose of comparison. The configuration factor was derived as for the ISS04 subgroups.
The dependence of f on the reference scaling is vanishing if the derived scaling is used iteratively. In addition, the normalization factor ansatz is independent from the choice of reference; here ISS95 [1] , Lackner-Gottardi [5] and LHD [6] 
The RMSE value of the scaling is 0.0262 (0.2361 if the original data were used as reference). This scaling law is close to ideal gyro-Bohm scaling laws [7] . The dependence on the rotational transform differs substantially from ISS95, but nevertheless the ι dependence is significant regardless which reference is initially assumed.
Due to technical settings and physical constraints the conditioning of a global confinement data-set from fusion devices is always restricted. This appears, e.g. in Ref.
[2] as an apparent correlation of the scaling assumptions (weighting, normalization) and the scaling exponents. Such correlations were described in detail in Ref. [2] and the strategy to identify the role of correlations and data clustering is a detailed assessment of the data-sets both with respect to the physical properties (next section) as well as consistency of scaling models with the data as discussed in the over-next section. The collinearity between f and other engineering parameters is to be studied in future.
Assessment of ISCDB data
The ISS04 scaling was derived from a subset of the International Stellarator Confinement Database. Partly, the subset for scaling was restricted to data which are expected to store most of their energy as thermal energy. Therefore, density and power scans from the HSX device were not included in scaling studies.
The dependence on the heating scheme was investigated by applying the ISS04 scaling procedure on electron cyclotron heated plasma data. An example of such a subset is a density scan of the confinement time in the transition from normal confinement to the high density H-mode (HDH) in Wendelstein 7-AS. This transition is shown in the left frame of Fig. 3 . This example shows that as the density rises, the energy confinement time jumps to a different confinement mode.
At still higher densities, confinement then degrades with densitiy as the plasma becomes detached from the divertor targets in divertor operation [8, 9] .
A second example of regression parameter variations is the comparison of the ι dependence of a W7-AS subset [10] and TJ-II data [11] shown in the right plot of Fig.   3 . Taking would be expected for vanishing ι dependence in ISS04. The fine structure of the ι dependence due to low order rationals is a salient feature of low-shear stellarator confinement and is extensively documented and discussed in [10, 11] .
Beyond scaling behavior the documentation of high confinement modes is also started to be addressed in ISCDB. Fig. 4 shows selected examples of the configuration factor under mode transitions, e.g. for HDH bifurcations and a single example for a Lto H-mode transition in W7-AS. Please note that the renormalization factors of the single L-H-mode transition are within the error margins of the renormalization factor of W7-AS limiter discharges (see Fig. 2 ) but show the confinement enhancement in Hmodes. The configuration scan in LHD documents the enhancement of confinement due to inward shift of the magnetic configuration [12, 13] .
Assessment of physical models
A crucial issue in the assessment of scaling laws is the estimate of trustworthiness not only for reference purposes but ultimately for a predictive statement.
One possibility to link the scaling relation with physics models is to derive dimensional constraints on the scaling exponents from invariance requirements of the basic equations describing plasma behavior connected with collisionality ν* or plasma β [14] .
In order to compare these physics models on the basis of data from the ISCDB, Bayesian probability theory is employed. For model comparison an inclusion of uncertainties is necessary. Neglecting these uncertainties means assigning equal weight to every entry in the database. However, the uncertainties of the data vary substantially being the result of different diagnostics measured in different machines during different experimental campaigns.
The error statistics taking into consideration the uncertainty both in the regression target (τ E with error σ τ ) and the machine variables (so called errors in variables approach), can be written in terms of a probability distribution, i.e. likelihood, as [15, 16] : Since the present content of ISCDB covers different ranges of collisionality and plasma β, the validity of low/high collisionality and low/high beta models can be performed. The model probability is proportional to the posterior probability of the data, i.e. marginalizing the above likelihood over all α k and normalizing the result with respect to the available models. The sum of the model probabilities for the four models becomes unity. A methodological summary is to be found in Ref. [17, 18] .
A first study focuses on the low/high β and ν * data from W7-AS. As can be seen in the right graph of Fig. 5 , the low β data set is given by ν * < 23 and β < 0.004 giving a total of 223 shots, on the other hand the high β data set to ν* > 100 and β > 0.015 giving a total of 43 shots. As for ISS04, the rotational transform subdivides the W7-AS data and shots with ι<0.4 were taken into account only. The models under consideration are reviewed in Ref. [19] . It appears that the set designated as low-βdata can be described by a collisional low β Connor-Taylor model (electrostatic Fokker-Planck). It is to be noted that this subset result is not in agreement with the dimensionless formulation of ISS04. Since the model probabilities do not prefer a distinct solution, the model assessment fails for the high β data. The methods applied now allows one for a successive enhancement of significance of model assessment and is used as a guideline for future work, particularly for the β scaling of confinement in stellarator/heliotron devices.
Configuration factor assessment
ISS04 is derived with renormalized data and it confirms the previous scaling law results. The variety of configuration factors derived, however, also allows one to explore correlations of the renormalization factor with configurations. The configuration factor should represent different physics/configurations in subgroups.
Furthermore, a practical demand for a configuration factor is its accessibility.
The LHD configuration scan data clearly shows the importance of the magnetic configuration for confinement (cf. Fig. 4) . Therefore, in a first step, properties of the magnetic field structure are explored with respect to the derived configuration factor.
Tokamak confinement scaling laws indicate significant dependence on the elongation [20] . Moreover, the ITER design [21] also includes the triangularity, indicating again the relevance of magnetic geometry for confinement.
The purely geometrical definition of elongation used in tokamaks fails for stellarators being insufficient to characterize drift orbits in the helical field. Instead, a definition employing magnetic (Boozer) coordinates is used with generalizes the elongation in 3-d geometries (see [22] ):
where b 10 describes the average toroidal curvature in these coordinates. This definition is equivalent to the geometrical definition in the limiting 2D (tokamak) case.
A number of caveats must be raised if this factor is used as a configuration factor for stellarators:
• The factor b 10 increases linearly with minor radius in classical stellarator configurations and this dependence should cancel the minor radius factor in the inverse aspect ratio ε t = r/R. However, there may be a substantial deviation from linear behavior near the last closed flux surface, for example, in the case of shifted heliotron configurations,. Therefore, we chose the κ value at 2/3 of the minor radius just as we choose for ISS95 and ISS04 to evaluate ι at the same radius.
• The use of elongation must fail for quasi-helically symmetric configurations since the corresponding b 10 component vanishes in these configurations.
At high beta, b 10 may change significantly. Further accessible parameters from the magnetic geometry are the plateau factor and the effective helical ripple [22] ; a more detailed discussion on these parameters is given in Ref. [2] . The plateau factor is closely related to elongation but also includes helical terms in the mod B structure for plateau-type scaling laws such as Lackner-Gottardi scaling [5] . The effective helical ripple is a neoclassical measure for the long-mean-free-path transport of trapped particles. All three configuration describing parameters account for the departure of drift from flux surfaces, but weight the mod B structure differently.
Plotting accessible elongation, effective helical ripples and plateau factors vs. the configuration factor shows correlations (see Fig. 6 ). A more detailed view shows that, e.g., the radial electric field (e.g. high configuration factor values of W7-A in the upper plot) is to be considered and cannot be described by the elongation. Hence, an inclusion of more relevant transport effects is required. Additional information on the profiles of temperature and densities should be incorporated in order to assess the capabilities of the configuration factor candidates discussed here.
Conclusion
Continuing analysis of the International Stellarator Confinement Database has allowed us to refine the conclusions of initial studies by examining the systematics of coherent datasets from the devices W7-AS and LHD.
Bayesian analysis of the W7-AS database confirms the validity of the ConnorTaylor electrostatic Fokker-Planck model for low-beta discharges. The situation is unclear for high beta data.
The search for a physical mechanism behind the configuration factors determined in the multi-device ISS04 analysis will require more detailed consideration of profile and neoclassical transport effects, as it is difficult to decide between several possibilities (e.g. [3] were rephrased employing the plasma elongation and assuming a typical q profile according to Ref. [1] . For the 1998 design of ITER [20] , a prediction with uncertainty analysis [4] is plotted against the ISS95 scaling energy confinement value. The normalization of collisionality (ν*) is chosen to be the transition of plateau to Pfirsch-Schlüter regime (tokamak like).
Fig. 6:
Correlations of elongation κ (left, at 2/3 of effective radius), effective helical ripple ε eff (center) and plateau factor Γ stell /Γ tokamak (right) vs. configuration factor [2] .
